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(57) ABSTRACT 

Methods, apparatus, and programming recorded in machine 
readable memory are provided for the index, search and 
retrieval of objects on a global network. This inventive 
system embeds a distributed index in a routing layer to 
enable fast search. The method provides dynamic insertion, 
lookup, retrieval, and deletion of participating nodes, objects 
and associated metadata in a completely decentralized fash 
ion. Nodes can dynamically join and leave the network. This 
infrastructure can be applied to content networks for pub 
lishing, searching, downloading, and streaming. 
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Node Data Structures~900 
-Contact list~902 

-Direct contact list, including for each such contact~904 
_U|D~906 
-lP address-903 
-contact status history~910 

-lndirect contact list, including for each such contact"912 
-U|D~914 
-lP address~9l6 

-shared contact list, a list of other nodes for which node is a direct contacts, including for each 
such other node"918 

-list of node's contacts that other node has been given by node~920 
-Shared neighborhood data~922 - 

-neighborhood adr mask~924 
-rumor list~926 4 

-list of neighborhood node UlDs, including for each UID~928 
-list of recent rumors from that node, including for each rumor~93o 

time stamp~932 
-rumor's content~934 

-keyword entry list, including for each keyword ent ~936 
-list of associated ?les, including for each ?le~ 33 

-?le's hash value~940 
File name~942 
File size~944 
File type~946 
Other descriptive text-based metadata~948 

-number nodes storing ?le~950 
-list of other keywords associated with ?le-‘952 

-ordered list of ?le's by number of nodes storing ?le~954 
-?le entry list, including for each ?le entry~956 

-hash value~958 
-list of hash values of chunks~960 
-list of keywords associated with tile~962 
-list of nodes storing ?le, including for each n0de~964 

-|P address~9 6 
-Port number~968 
-lntemel connection s eed~970 
-Network Location~9 2 
-it behind a ?rewall, rela contact information~974 
-Entry Expiration date~ 

-?le copy data~973 
-list of file copy entries, including for each~980 

~?le's hash value-'982 
-the list of hash values of ?le's chunks~934 
-the ?le~986 
-list of keywords associated with ?le~983 
Other text-based metadata about ?le~990 
-index refresh time, set with shorter ?rst refresh length~992 
consecutive refresh number~994 

FIG. 9 
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-Node Network Entry~1000 
establish contact with a known node in network~1002 
generate two or more new hash addresses~1004 
-for each new hash address~1O06 

-perform hash address search to ?nd a node in a neighborhood that handles portion of hash 
address space corresponding to the new hash address-1003 

-select the neighborhood returned by searches with fewest high order bits in its mask ~1010 
assign node the new hash address corresponding to selected neighborhood~1012 
-download complete copy of shared neighborhood data from contacted node in selected 
neighborhqod~1014 
-perform contact list creation for node's new hash address"1016 

FIG. 10 

-Hash Address Search~1100 
-il node's neighborhood address mask matches high order bits of hash address to be 
searched~1102 

-retum from search with current node's UID and node's neighborhood mask and network 
address~1104 

-make node's contact list the current contact list for purpose of below iteration~1106 
-until get a return from another node that includes a neighborhood mask matching search address, 
UlD of node ?nding match, and its IP address~1108 _ 

-if there is a set of one or more contacts on current contact list to which search request has 
not been sent~1110 

-send search request for hash address to the contact in that set whose UID has most 
signi?cant bits matching search address~1112 

it don't get replay within timout~1114 
-start again at top of until loop~1115 

-else if get a replay that does not contain a matching neighborhood mask, but does contain a 
new contact list~1118 

-merge the new contact list with the current contact list ~1 120 

FIG. 11 

-Contact List Creation~1200 
-lor i from 0 to k~12o2 

-create a new UID by~1204 
-copying the ?rst i-1 signi?cant bits"1206 
-inverting ith most signi?cant bit of node's UID~1208 
picking a random value for bits less signi?cant than i‘“ bit~1210 

-call New Direct Contact Creation for new UlD~1212 

FIG. 12 
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-New Direct Contact Creation (UID)~130o 
-perform hash address search to ?nd a node in neighborhood that handles UID-1302 
-make node found by search the im direct contact for node~1304 
-store for the it" contact, its~1305 

.U|D~1308 
-lP address~1310 
-contact status history (initially empty) ~1 31 2 

-Send a contact request to it" contact requesting a list of indirect contacts having the same most 
signi?cation hits as the ith contract through the ith bit, and having all possible combinations of the 
next d-1 most signi?cant bits~1314 ' ' ' 

-Store for each 2"(d-1) indirect contacts retuned~1316 
-U|D~1318 
-lP address~1320 

FIG. 13 

-Contact Request Response (ithBit)~1400 
-Find list of all of node's contacts that have same most signi?cant bits through an ith bit identi?ed in 
request, and have all possible combination of the d-1 next most signi?cant bits~1402 
-Send this list of contacts to requesting node~1404 
-For each contact node sent to requesting mode-1406 

-Place entry in node's shared contact list under the requesting other node, recording contacts 
that have been sent to it~1403 

FIG. 14 

-Direct Contact Status Update~150O 
-every n seconds~1502 

-for every direct contact of node~1504_ 
-attempt to communicate with that contact~1506 
-if no communication is received~1503 . 

-record that communication failed with contact~151(J 
-if this is nth consecutive attempt in which attempted communication contact has 
failed~1512 

-create a new UID by~1514 
selecting the most signi?cant bits of the direct contact to be replaced 
through ?rst bit that differs from node ~1516 
-picking a random value for the UlD's remainin bits~1518 

-call New Direct Contact Creation for new UlD~152g 
-for each other node having entry for the replaced contact in node's shared 
contact list ~1 522 

-send contact change msg to other node indicating that replaced contact 
hasgeen replaced, and identify new contact by UlD and IP address 

-rep|ace replaced contact with new contact in the other node's entry in 
shared contact list~1526 ' 

FIG. 1 5 
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-Contact Change Msg Response~1600 
-replace the replaced contact indicated in message with the new contact indicated in message in 
the nodes contact list~1602 
-for each other node associated'with replaced contact in node's shared contact list~1604 

-send contact change msg to other node indicating the replaced and new contacts~15o6 
-replace the replaced contact with the new contact in the other node's entry in the shared ‘ 
contact list~1608 

FIG. 16 

-Rumor Creation~17O0 
~lf there is a change a given node's shared neighborhood data~1702 

-Create a new rumor detailing the change~1704 
-Label it with given node's UlD and a time stamp~1705 
-Place it on given node's rumor list under given node's own UID~17O8 

FIG. 17 

-Rumor Propagation-v1800 
-Every n seconds~1802 

-for each node in node's rumor list~1804 
-for each rumor with rumor list node's UID~13O6 

-if it is older than a ?rst time length, delete it~1303 
-if current rumor list node of iteration is the node and if there is no rumor with its UID 
newer than a second time |ength~1810 

-add a still-here rumor for UID with a current time stamp~1312 
-if the current rumor list node is another node and if there is no rumor with its UlD newer 
than a third time length-1814 

-delete node from rumor list~‘|81 6 
-atlempt to communicate with another node randomly picked from node's nrmor list~1818 
-if communication is achieved~1820 

-if node UID on each side matches other's neighborhood mask~1822 
-each node communicates to other node the UlD and time of all recent rumors in its 
rumor list having a UID matching other node's neighborhood mask ~1324 
-other node indicates which of those rumors it has not yet received~1826 
-the rumors indicated as not yet received by a node are sent to it and it adds them to 
its rumor list and makes corresponding entries to the node's shared neighborhood 
data structures~1327 

-e|se~1828 
-each side of communication deletes other side's node's from its rumor list"1330 

FIG. 18 
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-Neighborhood Splitting~1900 
-if number of neighbors in node's rumor list exceeds upperNeighborLimit~1902 

-increase length of current node's neighborhood mask by one bit~1903 
-add rumor to node's rumor list under node's own UlD that node has extended length of its 
neighborhood mask by one bit~1904 
-ii contact list does not include a full list of contacts with k corresponding to new depth of new 
neighborhood mask~1905 

-call New Direct Contact Creation for contact having a neighborhood mask matching a 
UID start with node's ?rst k-1 bits, with kth bit ?ipped, and followed by randomly picked 
birs~1908 

FIG. 19 

-Neighborhood-Split Rumor Response~2000 
-if node's UID does not match the changed neighborhood mask indicated in a rumor associated. 
with another node's UlD~2O02 

-place indication in other node's entry in node's rumor list that-2004 
other node left network at current rumor's time~2005 
-no rumor communication should be made to node until receive newer rumor for node 
saying it has a neighborhood mask which match's the node's UlD~2003 

FIG. 20 

-Neighborhood Merglng~2100 
-if number of neighbors in node's rumor list falls below lower neighbor limit~2102 

-for each of one or more randomly picked hash addresses in other half of part of hash space 
de?ned by one less bit in neighborhood mask than node's current mask~2104 

-do hash address search for that address~2106 
-if node found by search has longer neighborhood mask than node~2108 

-with one of out n probability where n is size of node's neighborhood, send message 
to other node asking it to re-enter network with a UID with current node's 
neighborhood mask-~2110 

_e|se~21 13 
-send merge request message to other node asking it to merge with node's 
neighborhood by decreasing the length of its neighborhood mask b one bit-2114 
-node decreases the length of its neighborhood mask by one bit~2 15 
-delete direct contact which differs from node's address by lowest order bit and all of 
its associated indirect contacts~2118 
-performs next rumor communication with node from other half of new neighborhood 
~2121 

FIG. 21 
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-Merge Request Response~2200 
-for each of one or more randomly picked hash addresses matching merge requesting node's 
neighborhood mask~-2202 

-perform hash address search address~2204 
-ask node found by search for number of nodes in its neighborhood-2205 ‘ 

-if suf?cient number of found nodes have a neighborhood population justifying a merge~2208 
-if nugigeé of nodes in the proposed new neighborhood would exceed upper neighbor 
limil~ 

-node reenters network with randoml chosen hash address that matches requesting 
node's current neighborhood mask~ 212 

-e|se~'2214 _ 
send a merge request via rumor communication to nodeS in current neighborhood~"2216 
-node decreases the length of its neighborhood mask by one bit-2213 
delete direct contact which differs from node's address by lowest order bit and all of its 
associated 'indirect contacts~2220 ' 
-performs next rumor communication with node from other half of new neighborhood 
~2222 

FIG. 22 
-New File Network Entry~2300 

-break ?le into x size chunks~2302 
-hash each chunk~2304 
-set ?le's hash value to hash of list of chunk hash values~2306 
-?nd list of keywords to be associated with ?le~2303 ' 
-for each such keyword~2310 

-?nd its hash value~2312 
-call copied ?le network entry for ?|e~2314 

FIG. 23 
-C0pied File Network Entry~2400 

-perform hash address search for ?le's hash value~2402 
-send ?le index insert request for ?le to node returned by hash address search, with node's IP 
address and information for a ?le entry for ?le~2404 
-store the number of node's storing ?le returned by ?le index insert request~24o6 
-for each of ?le's keyword~2498 

-perform hash address search for keyword's hash value~2410 
-send keyword index insert request for keyword's hash to node returned by hash address 
search with node's IP address, and with information for keyword entry for keyword including 
the number of nodes storing ?le returned by ?le index insert request~2412 

-store on node in association with ?le's hash value-2414 
-the list of hash values of ?le's chunks~2416 
-the ?le~2418 
-list of keywords associated with ?le and their hash values~2420 
-index refresh number set to zero~2422 
-index refresh time, set with shorter ?rst refresh length~2424 

I FIG. 24 
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-File Index insert Request Response~2500 
-if there is no ?le entry for ?le on node-42502 

create a ?le entry for ?le, including information for node originating requesl~2504 
-place a rumor in node's rumor list under node's own UID with current time stamp containing 
new ?le entry~2505 

-e|5e~2508 
-add to the list of ?le copy entries for this ?le, a new ?le copy ‘entry storing network location 
information for the requesting node ~2510 
-place a rumor in node's rumor list under node's own UID with current time stamp containing 
new ?le copy entry information~2512 

-return with number of entries in nodes storing ?le entry |ist~2514 

FIG. 25 

-Keyword Index insert Request Response~2600 
-if there is no keyword entry for keyword on node~2602 

-create a ke word entry for keyword, including information for ?le for which request was 
generated~ 604 i 

-else if the number of nodes storing ?le accompanying the request is above a minimum required 
number-2606 

-if there is no associated ?le entry for request's ?le in keyword entry's list of associated 
?|e5~2608 

-create new associated ?le entry for the ?le associated with the current request in 
keyword entry's list of associated ?|es~2610 

.e|5e~2612 
-replace count of nodes storing ?le for request's ?le to that in the request~2514 
-reorder ?les location in ordered list of ?les by storage count ~2616 

-place a rumor in node's rumor list under node's own UID with current time stamp containing any 
changes in keyword entry resulting from response to request ~2613 

FIG. 26 

-?le expiration response-2700 
-if the expiration date for a node-storing- ?le entry in a ?le entry's list of nodes storing ?le has 
expired~2702 . 

-delete the node-storing-?le enlry~2704 
-if the list of nodes storing ?le is made empty by the deletion~2705 
-for each keyword associated with the associated ?le entry~2708 

-perform a hash address search for hash of keyword~2710 
-send a message to node returned by search, informing it to remove the ?le from the 
associated ?le list of the keyword's associated entry on that node~2712 

-delete the associated ?le entry~2714 

FIG. 27 
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-?le index refresh"2800 
-if ?le's index refresh time has expired more than x time ago-2302 

-perform Copied File Network Entry for?le~2804 ' 
-else if ?le's index refresh time is about to expire~2806 , 

-send index refresh message to a node indexing the ?le copy, with consecutive refresh 
number~2808 
-increment ?les corresponding consecutive refresh number~2310 

FIG. 28 

-tile Index Refresh Message Response~2900 
-if index refresh msg is received from a node listed in the list of nodes storing ?le in the ?le entry of 
the ?le for which entry has been generated~2902 - 

-set a new expiration date for node storing ?le entry, as a function of the consecutive refresh 
number~2904 

FIG. 29 
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-Download File With Hash Value~3000 
-perform hash address search for ?le's hash value~3002 
-if receive back ?le's list of hash values of chunks and a list of one or more nodes storing ?|e~3004 

-if received list of multiple nodes storing the ?le, and if parallel download is appr0priate~3006 
-if important to receive ?le chunks in approximate order they appear in chunk list~3008 

-sequentially place request for different chunks of ?le from different node in node's 
download queue, with number of chunk pending download at any one time being 
limited ~3010 

.e|Se~3012 
-place requests for all chunks of ?le from different nodes in node's download 

. queue~3014 
-e|5e~3016 

-it important to receive ?le chunks in approximate order they appear in chunk list-~3018 
-sequentially place request for chunks of ?le from one node in node's download 
qgggg, with number of chunk pending download at any one time being limited 

-e|se~3o22 ' 

-place requests for all chunks of ?le from one node in node's download queue~3024 
-when start receiving download~3026 

-when receive list of chunk hash values, store it~3O28 
-for each chunk download received~3030 

-hash its value~3032 
-compare hash value with values in chunk hash list~3034 
-if chunk's hash value doesn't match corresponding hash value in chunk hash list~3036 

-request chunk again, from a different node if possible~3033 
-else indicate chunk has been received an place it in proper position in copy being 
created of downloaded file-‘3040 ' 

-if have not received proper copy of all or part of ?le by timeout and if file is available from 
other nodes ~3042 

-request all or missing part from another node~3044 
-if have complete ?le with proper hash values~3045 

-call copied ?le network entry~~3048 
-it don't receive any download by a timeout~3050 

-repeat process of placing requests in download que, but this time from a different source, if 
any ~3052 

FIG. 30 
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-Download File With Keywords (keyword list version)~3100 
-lor each keyword in keyword search"3102 

-obtain a hash for it~3104 
-use hash address search to ?nd a node that indexes portion of hash space corresponding to 
keyword~3106 
-send request to keyword's indexing node for list of ?les in keyword entry's associated ?le list, 
which best score against keywords in set, if any~3108 

-if receive back list of ?les from one or more matching ?les~31 10 
-select best scoring from among them for display to user~3112 

-if user selects a displayed ?le~31 14 
-call download ?le with hash value, using hash value associated with selected ?le~31 15 

FIG. 31 

-Download File With Keywords (Bloom ?lter version)(changes from prior version are marked)~3100A 
-if onl one ke word in ke ord search-3200 

-obtain a hash for it~3202 
-use hash address search to ?nd a node that indexes portion of hash space corresponding to 
kemord~3204 
-senél2r6eguest to keyword’s indexing node for list of ?les in kemord entg's associated ?le 
list~ 6 

£3508 
-for each keywordin keyword search~3102 

-obtain a hash for lt~3104 
~use hash address search to ?nd a node that indexes portion of hash space 
corresponding to keyword-3106 
-send request to keyword's indexing node for Bloom ?lter of ?les in keyword entry's 
associated list~3108 — 

-for each keyword in keyword search~3210 
-send set of bloom ?lters received in association with other keywords in search to node 
that indexes that keyword with reguest for a list of its associated ?les that best score 
aga_inst the bloom ?lters associated with the set of other kevwords~3212 

-il receive back list of ?les from one or more matching ?les~3110A 
-select best scoring from among them for display touser~3112 

if user selects a displayed ?le'-311 
-call download ?le with hash value, using hash value associated with selected ?le~31 16 

FIG. 32 
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SYSTEMS, METHODS AND PROGRAMMING FOR 
ROUTING AND INDEXING GLOBALLY 

ADDRESSABLE OBJECTS AND ASSOCIATED 
BUSINESS MODELS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of US. patent 
application Ser. No. l0/246,793, ?led Sep. 18, 2002 and 
entitled “Systems, Methods and Programming for Routing 
and Indexing Globally Addressable Objects and Associated 
Business Models”, Which application claims priority to US. 
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/323,354, ?led 
Sep. 18, 2001. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to systems, methods 
and programming for routing and indexing globally addres 
sable objects and associated business models. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] The rapid adoption of Internet access, coupled With 
the continuing increase in poWer of computing hardWare, 
has created numerous neW opportunities in netWork ser 
vices. Nevertheless, the state of the netWork is still very 
similar to that of the Internet eight years ago When the Web 
Was introduced heavily based on the client-server model. 

[0004] In the last eight years, the trends in connectivity 
and poWer of PCs have created an impressive collection of 
PCs connected to the Internet, With massive amounts of 
CPU, disk, and bandWidth resources. HoWever, most of 
these PCs are never using their full potential. The vast array 
of machines is still acting only as clients, never as servers, 
despite the neWfound capacity to do so. 

[0005] The client-server model suffers from numerous 
problems. Servers are expensive to maintain, requiring 
money for hardWare, bandWidth, and operations costs. Traf 
?c on the Internet is unpredictable. In What is knoWn as the 
“Slashdot Effect”, content on a site may quickly become 
popular, ?ooding the site’s servers With requests to the 
extent that no further client requests can be served. Simi 
larly, centraliZed sites may suffer from Denial-of-Service 
(DoS) attacks, Which is malicious traf?c that can take doWn 
a site by similarly ?ooding the site’s connection to the 
netWork. Furthermore, some netWork services, particularly 
bandWidth-intensive ones such as providing video or audio 
on a large scale, are simply impossible in a centraliZed 
model since the bandWidth demands exceed the capacity of 
any single site. 

[0006] Recently, several decentraliZed peer-to-peer tech 
nologies, in particular Freenet and Gnutella, have been 
created in order to harness the collective poWer of users’ PCs 
in order to run netWork services and reduce the cost of 
serving content. HoWever, Freenet is relatively sloW and it 
is rather dif?cult to actually doWnload any content off of 
Gnutella, since the protocol does not scale beyond a feW 
thousand hosts, so the amount of accessible content on the 
netWork is limited. 

[0007] Several research projects Which offer O(log n) time 
to look up an object (Where n is the number of nodes 
participating in the netWork and each time step consists of a 

Sep. 28, 2006 

peer machine contacting another peer machine) are in vari 
ous stages of development, including OceanStore at Berke 
ley and Chord at MIT. HoWever, log n is 10 hops even for 
a netWork as small as 1000 hosts, Which suggests lookup 
times in excess of half a minute. Furthermore, these systems 
are designed for scalability, but not explicitly for reliability, 
and their reliability is untested under real-World conditions 
running on unreliable machines. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] Skyris NetWorks, Inc., the intended assignee of this 
patent application, has developed neW, more ef?cient algo 
rithms for distributed indexing Which meet the needs of 
distributed netWork services by being scalable and fault 
tolerant. In this paper, We propose a neW routing and search 
scheme Which We call “transparent indexing”, in Which the 
search index is embedded in a highly scalable, fault tolerant, 
randomiZed, distributed routing layer. This routing and 
indexing layer serves as a distributed directory service, a 
platform on Which to build netWork services Which share 
these properties and are reliable, ef?cient, and load balanced. 

[0009] Our queuing-time based simulations shoW that 
SKYRIS can run ef?ciently on a netWork With billions of 
servers. Furthermore, the SKYRIS netWork can handle any 
distribution of hot spots (small pieces of popular content), or 
suddenly popular content, With minor latency compromises, 
and can do so transparently. 

[0010] The folloWing design goals are primary to SKYRIS 
and have determined the direction of our Work. 

[0011] SCALABLE STORAGE AND SEARCH: Scal 
ability is one of the most important features of SKYRIS. 
From the beginning, the SKYRIS project has been designed 
to scale to a global system, With potentially billions of peer 
machines. 

[0012] EFFICIENT RETRIEVAL: Our goal is to make 
SKYRIS as fast as the Web, if not faster. When doing a 
lookup on the Web of a neW domain, one ?rst checks the 
DNS system, Which can make several hierarchical contacts 
before serving you the IP address. The aim has been to keep 
the SKYRIS system similarly Within several hops, Where a 
hop consists of a message passed from one peer machine to 
the next. For larger ?les, there are other methods, such as 
retrieving from multiple sources simultaneously, Which 
increase system throughput. 

[0013] RELIABILITY AND FAULT TOLERANCE: 
When machines crash Without Warning, clients on SKYRIS 
should still be able to obtain quickly mirrored documents. 
When the machines come up, they should be able to seam 
lessly rejoin the netWork Without causing problems. We note 
that fault tolerance is a major problem for distributed 
peer-to-peer netWorks. Such netWorks are running on users’ 
PCs, Which are much less reliable than servers. Furthermore, 
a user may Wish to open and close the program more 
frequently rather than leave it in the background. 

[0014] LOAD BALANCING: The entire netWork has 
tremendous capacity, but individual machines lack poWer. 
SKYRIS must spread the load (primarily bandWidth) evenly 
across the system in order to avoid overloading machines. 
SKYRIS is unique in that it has managed to achieve the ?rst 
system Which is both scalable and fault tolerant. Further 
more, the platform happens to be ef?cient and load balanced 
With some additional effort. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0015] These and other aspects of the present invention 
will become more evident upon reading the following 
description of the preferred embodiment in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings: 

[0016] FIG. 1 provides a highly schematic illustration of 
a SKYRIS network 100. 

[0017] FIG. 2 illustrates nine dimensions of a hypercube 
200. As will be appreciated by those knowledgeable of 
computer network topologies, a hypercube is a networked 
topology in which each node 201 is connected to another 
node along each of the multiple dimensions of the hyper 
cube. 

[0018] FIG. 3 provides a less cluttered view of the hyper 
cube of FIG. 2. 

[0019] FIG. 4 uses the same method of representing a 
hypercube shown in FIG. 3. 

[0020] FIG. 5 is similar to the hypercube representation 
shown in FIG. 3. 

[0021] FIG. 6 illustrates another way in which the hash 
address space used with most embodiments of the SKYRIS 
network can be represented. 

[0022] FIG. 7 represents the hash address space in the 
same linear manner as was used in FIG. 6. 

[0023] FIG. 8 illustrates in more detail the nature of the 
set of indirect contacts which are returned by a given direct 
contact. 

[0024] FIG. 9 illustrates the data structures 900 that are 
stored in association with the SKYRIS software 134 shown 
in FIG. 1. 

[0025] FIG. 10 illustrates how a node enters the SKYRIS 
network, either when it is entering it for the ?rst time or 
reentering it after having left the network. 

[0026] FIG. 11 describes how a node performs a hash 
address search of the type described above with regard to 
function 1008. 

[0027] FIG. 12 describes the contact list creation function 
1200 which is used to create a contact list for a new node. 

[0028] FIG. 13 illustrates that once this new UID value 
has been created, function 1212 calls the new direct contact 
creation function 1300. 

[0029] FIG. 14 is a contact request response function 
1400, which a node performs when it receives a contact 
request of the type sent by a node when performing function 
1314, described above with regard to FIG. 13. 

[0030] FIG. 15 describes the direct contact status update 
function 1500. 

[0031] FIG. 16 illustrates the contact change message 
response function 1600, which a node performs when it 
receives a contact change message of the type, described 
above with regard to function 1524 of FIG. 15. 

[0032] FIG. 17 illustrates the rumor creation function 
1700. 
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[0033] FIG. 18 describes the rumor propagation function 
1800, which is used to communicate rumors between nodes 
of a given neighborhood. 

[0034] FIG. 19 illustrates a neighborhood splitting func 
tion 1900. 

[0035] FIG. 20 describes the neighborhood-split rumor 
response function 2000. 

[0036] FIG. 21 describes the neighborhood merging func 
tion 2100. 

[0037] FIG. 22 describes function 2216 which sends a 
merge request the via rumor communication to nodes in the 
current node’s neighborhood. This will cause all nodes that 
receive this rumor to perform the merge request response 
function of FIG. 22. 

[0038] FIG. 23 illustrates the new ?le network entry 
function 2300. 

[0039] FIG. 24 illustrates function 2314 which calls the 
copy ?le network entry function 2400. 

[0040] FIG. 25 illustrates the ?le index insert request 
response function 2500. 

[0041] FIG. 26 describes a keyword index insert request 
response. 

[0042] FIG. 27 illustrates the ?le expiration response 
function 2700. 

[0043] FIG. 28 illustrates the ?le index refresh function 
2800 that is performed by an individual node storing a copy 
of a given ?le. 

[0044] FIG. 29 illustrates a ?le index refreshed message 
response function 2900 which is performed by a node that 
receives any index refreshed message of the type described 
above with regard to function 2808 to FIG. 28. 

[0045] FIG. 30 illustrates the download ?le with hash 
value function 3000. 

[0046] FIG. 31 illustrates the download ?le with key 
words function 3100. 

[0047] FIG. 32 illustrates the download ?le with key 
words (Bloom ?lter version) function 3200. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SOME 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

[0048] We present a new routing and indexing framework, 
and a speci?c scheme that is fault tolerant and scalable, 
using only local information, to as many as billions of PCs. 
Other systems do not scale as well as ours. OceanStore, 
which is based on algorithms of Plaxton, is notable for 
attempting scalability. Also notable is the Chord project at 
MIT, which scales with O(log n) lookup time, where n is the 
number of nodes in its system, but which is not especially 
designed to be, and does not appear to be, fault tolerant 
enough to scale to large networks. 

[0049] This routing and indexing scheme is the core 
enabling piece of the SKYRIS project. Together with a new, 
related method of hot spot management, our routing and 
indexing scheme allows the construction of many useful, 
ef?cient, scalable, and fault tolerant services, including 




































